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Populärvetenskaplig sammanställning 

En trolig förklaring till Skellefteå-sjukans mysterium 
 
Under den senaste tiden har sjukdomar som innebär att proteiner 
klumpar ihop sig (aggregerar) och deponeras i kroppens vävnader fått 
stor uppmärksamhet, på grund av att sådana proteinaggregat är 
inblandade i bland annat Alzheimers sjukdom och ”galna ko-sjukan”. 
Proteinaggregat bildas dock även i många andra mindre kända 
sjukdomar, som till exempel den som denna avhandling behandlar, 
nämligen ”Skellefteå-sjukan”. 

Proteiner är livsnödvändiga molekyler som reglerar alla de kemiska 
reaktioner som konstant sker i vår kropp. De är uppbyggda genom att mindre 
molekyler, som kallas aminosyror, länkas ihop till långa kedjor. Sammanlagt 
finns det ca 20 olika aminosyror. I vilken ordning de ska sättas samman och 
hur långa kedjorna ska bli är kodat i våra gener. När kedjan har satts ihop 
börjar proteinet att vecka ihop sig till en mer klotformig struktur, vilket är 
den struktur det måste ha för att kunna utföra sin funktion. Ibland går dock 
veckningsprocessen fel, eller så lyckas proteinet inte behålla sin rätta form 
utan veckas upp lite igen. Då kan proteinet binda till andra proteiner av 
samma slag och långa fibriller, även kallat amyloid, bildas (se Figur 1). 
Kroppen har svårt att bryta ner dessa proteinaggregat och de börjar därmed 
deponeras i vävnaden. Den sjukdom som då uppstår kallas för amyloidos. 

Idag känner vi till ca 25 olika proteiner som kan bete sig på det här sättet. 
En del av dem deponeras endast i ett organ, t.e.x. hjärnan vid Alzheimers 
sjukdom, men om proteinet som bildar aggregaten cirkulerar i blodomloppet 
kan aggregaten hamna i hela kroppen. Underligt nog fördelas de inte jämt, 
utan vissa organ eller vävnader drabbas värre än andra. Vilka faktorer som 
avgör i vilka vävnadstyper en viss typ av aggregat ska hamna är i princip 
helt okänt i dagsläget. 

Ibland förekommer det att det har blivit fel i genen som bestämmer hur ett 
protein ska vara uppbyggt, vilket innebär att en av aminosyrorna i proteinet 
kommer bytas ut mot en annan. Detta kallas för en mutation. 
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Figur 1. En schematisk figur över bildandet av ett protein från aminosyror och dess 
veckning till korrekt form eller aggregering till amyloid. 

Transtyretin (förkortat till TTR) är ett protein som cirkulerar i blodet och ser 
till att andra molekyler transporteras dit de ska. Mutationer i detta protein 
gör att det lättare klumpar ihop sig och bildar amyloid. Då uppstår TTR 
amyloidos. En sådan mutation finns framförallt i området runt Skellefteå, 
därför kallas sjukdomen ofta för ”Skellefteå-sjukan” i Sverige, men den 
finns även i vissa områden i Japan och Portugal. Det har länge varit känt att 
dessa patienter i princip kan delas upp i två grupper. En del är relativt unga 
när de får sjukdomen, ofta i 20-40 års åldern, medan andra får sjukdomen 
senare i livet, runt 60-70 års åldern. Beroende på om patienterna är unga 
eller gamla när de får sjukdomen får de också olika symptom. Hos alla 
patienterna lägger sig aggregaten i nerverna, men de lägger sig på lite olika 
ställen, så att de unga patienterna får mer problem med det icke-viljestyrda 
nervsystemet medan det hos de äldre framförallt är rörelseförmågan som 
påverkas. Unga patienter kan även få amyloid på ett avgränsat ställe i hjärtat, 
nämligen där det system som sköter hjärtats rytm ligger, medan hos äldre 
patienter lägger sig aggregaten istället i hela hjärtat och ger därmed andra 
symptom. Hur samma mutation kan ge upphov till dessa två olika 
sjukdomstyper har varit ett mysterium. I denna avhandling läggs en trolig 
förklaring fram. 

Det var redan känt när jag började doktorera att de proteinaggregat som 
hittas i dessa patienter kan vara uppbyggda på två sätt. I båda typerna av 
aggregat hittas intakta TTR-molekyler, men i den ena av sorterna har en del 
av molekylerna blivit kluvna ungefär på mitten (se Figur 2). Detta fick oss 
att undra om inte det kunde vara så att aggregat-typerna kan vara korrelerade 
till sjukdomstyperna. Så visade sig vara fallet. De unga patienterna hade 
aggregat med endast intakt TTR medan det fanns kluvet TTR hos den äldre 
gruppen. 

Korrekt veckatProtein

Aggregat

Aminosyror Delvis veckat

Amyloid sett i
elektron mikroskop
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Figur 2. Aggregatens beståndsdelar uppdelade efter storlek med en metod kallad 
gel-elektrofores. Varje band motsvarar en beståndsdel. Desto längre ner på bilden ett 
band befinner sig, desto mindre är beståndsdelen. Det syns tydligt att kluvet TTR 
finns med i aggregaten från patient 1 men saknas hos patient 2.  

Det enda botemedel som funnits för Skellefteå-sjukan de senaste 20 åren är 
lever-transplantation. Denna operation görs på grund av att TTR produceras i 
levern, och den lever som producerar det mutanta proteinet byts därmed ut 
mot en som endast producerar normalt TTR. Behandlingen har dock inte 
fungerat riktigt så bra som man hade hoppats på, då en del patienter 
fortsätter att försämras efteråt. Detta tror man beror på att aggregaten 
fortsätter att växa genom att de normala TTR-molekylerna också binds in till 
aggregaten. Varför endast vissa patienter drabbas vet man dock inte. Vi 
tänkte oss att de två aggregat-typerna (med eller utan kluvet TTR) kanske 
skiljde sig åt i hur enkelt de fångade upp de normala TTR-molekylerna, och 
undersökte därför proportionen av normalt och mutant TTR i aggregaten. Vi 
såg då att aggregat-typen med kluvet TTR innehöll mer normalt TTR än den 
andra typen. Detta skulle kunna vara en förklaring till varför lever-
transplantation ger sämre resultat på vissa individer, eftersom det tyder på att 
aggregat-typen med kluvet TTR lättare kan fortsätta växa efter 
transplantationen. 

Den mutation som hittas bland patienter i Skellefteå-området är bara en 
av ca hundra olika mutationer som har hittats i TTR-genen. Vi har därför 
påbörjat ett projekt att undersöka om den korrelation som vi hittat mellan 
aggregat-typ och sjukdomstyp gäller för alla mutationer. Hittills har omkring 
50 patienter med vardera en av ca 20 olika mutationer undersökts. Oväntat 
nog hade alla dessa patienter aggregat med kluvet TTR, oavsett om de var 
gamla eller unga när de fick sjukdomen. Detta visar att aggregaten väldigt 
ofta innehåller kluvet TTR, och antyder att en sådan sammansättning kanske 
till och med är regeln. Det står i kontrast med vad som verkar vara den 
allmänna uppfattningen i forskningsfältet idag, men denna uppfattning har 
uppstått på grund av att nästan all forskning är gjord just på unga patienter 
som har den mutation som hittas i Skellefteå, Portugal och Japan. 

Sammantaget har denna avhandling kopplat samman skillnader i 
sjukdomstyp, samt utveckling efter lever-transplantation, med olikheter på 
molekylär nivå i aggregaten. Detta har betydelse inte bara för Skellefteå-
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sjukan, utan även andra amyloid-sjukdomar, eftersom det antyder en allmän 
mekanism för varför aggregat kan fördela sig olika i kroppen mellan olika 
patienter. Dessutom kommer upptäckten att aggregaten ofta innehåller kluvet 
TTR förhoppningsvis göra att framtida forskning tar det i beaktande, 
eftersom det inte är säkert att behandlingar som fungerar på de patienter som 
inte har kluvet TTR i aggregaten fungerar lika bra på de som har det. 
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Introduction 

Protein folding and misfolding 
Proteins are essential to life as we know it. They are the basic structural 
component and they perform an absolutely necessary catalyzation of the 
chemical reactions taking place in all organisms. Proteins are composed of 
amino acids linked together into long chains, which fold into more compact 
structures. In order to perform their functions, it is crucial that they obtain 
the correct three-dimensional conformation. 

Protein folding is an intricate process which is far from fully understood. 
It is driven by the universal effort to find the most thermodynamically 
favorable structure, that is, the conformation having the lowest free energy 
[1]. This structure is in almost every case also the correct native state and it 
is determined by the amino acid sequence [2]. For small peptide chains, the 
folding is rather straight forward, but larger proteins go through one or 
several intermediate states on the way to a proper fold [1]. The major part of 
the peptide backbone is folded into either of two hydrogen-bond stabilized 
structures, the -helix or the ß-sheet (Figure 1). These structures are then 
further arranged into a three-dimensional conformation. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic structure of an -helix (A) and a ß-sheet consisting of three ß-
strands (B). Hydrogen bonds are depicted as dotted lines. 

There are many pitfalls in the folding pathway. Unfolded or partially folded 
peptide chains have hydrophobic parts exposed to the solvent, which easily 
can form unwanted interactions with other molecules. An extensive 
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apparatus has therefore evolved to secure quality of the protein population. 
A large number of so called molecular chaperones are designed to bind 
unfolded proteins and shield the hydrophobic stretches or the entire molecule 
from the surrounding solvent, thereby both avoiding detrimental interactions 
and facilitating the proteins to fold properly [3]. If the chaperone system 
should fail to guide the protein folding correctly, a sophisticated degradation 
machinery, the ubiquitin-proteasome system, is taking over [4, 5]. 

The risk for protein aggregation is not eliminated once the peptide chain 
has obtained its native fold, as this conformation is in equilibrium with less 
folded states [6, 7] (Figure 2). The protein quality system is therefore 
constantly working, not only with helping newly synthesized peptide chains 
to fold but also in keeping the present protein population in shape. Most of 
the knowledge we have is from studies on intracellular activities, but lately 
extracellular equivalents have been described [8]. 

 
Figure 2. A schematic view of the balance between protein folding, misfolding and 
degradation. 

If the equilibrium between correctly folded and partially folded species is 
shifted towards the latter species for some reason, or if the protein quality 
machinery is not working properly, proteins can start to self-associate and 
aggregate. Such events can result in a number of diseases, either by a loss-
of-function mechanism, since the misfolded or aggregated peptide chains 
lose the ability to perform their physiological functions, or by a gain-of-
function mechanism, as protein aggregates can be harmful by themselves to 
the organism [1]. 

Unfolded NativePartially folded

Degradation

Oligomer

Fibril
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Protein aggregates can be disordered or they can obtain varying degrees 
of order. In some aggregates the protein molecules are arranged into highly 
structured fibrils called amyloid.  

Amyloid and amyloidosis 
Amyloid 
In 1854 Rudolf Virchow described a peculiar material found in human 
tissue. He termed it amyloid, meaning amylon-like (amylon being the Greek 
word for starch), as he thought the material was of polysaccharide nature [9]. 
It was however soon proven that the core constituent was proteinaceous [10]. 

Fibril structure 
All amyloid fibrils, regardless of what protein is the component, share the 
same basic structure [11]. This is quite remarkable, since the native conform-
ation of the precursor proteins varies largely. The protein subunits in an 
amyloid fibril are stacked together by forming ß-strands that run 
perpendicular to the fibril axis, thereby building ß-sheets that run along the 
length of the fibril (Figure 3A) [11]. Several ß-sheets are further arranged 
into what is known as protofilaments, which in turn attach to each other 
laterally to form the mature amyloid fibril. The resulting fibrils are straight 
and non-branching with a diameter ranging between 60-120 Å, which can be 
seen with electron microscopy (Figure 3B). Amyloid fibrils also have the 
common feature of binding the dye Congo red and showing a green 
birefringence when viewed in polarized light with a crossed analyzer [11] 
(Figure 4). 

Though striking similarities exist between fibrils, there are also 
differences. Various arrangements of protofilaments are seen, including the 
number of protofilaments combined to form mature fibrils and if or how the 
protofilaments are twisted around each other [12]. The alignment of ß-
strands in a parallel or anti-parallel fashion is another example of fibril 
variation [13]. 

Structural differences do not only occur between fibrils formed from 
different precursor proteins, but a single peptide chain can form several 
morphologically distinct fibrils, a phenomenon known as fibril 
polymorphism [14]. With recent advancements in technology, it has become 
clear that this structural diversity does not only arise from variations in 
protofilament arrangement [15, 16], but is seen also at the molecular level. 
For example, the particular amino acids included in the ß -strands and the 
molecular packing between these strands can differ [17, 18]. 
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Figure 3. Amyloid fibril structure. A) A schematic figure of the structure of an 
amyloid fibril. This particular fibril is composed of four protofilaments that each 
consists of two facing ß-sheets. B) Amyloid fibrils visualized by electron 
microscopy. (Permission to use the figure in (A) was kindly provided by Prof. 
Christopher Dobson). 

 
Figure 4. Example of amyloid stained with Congo red, viewed by light microscopy 
in normal light (A) and in polarized light with crossed analyzer (B). The amyloid is 
located to blood vessel walls in this picture.  

Additional components 
Amyloid fibrils deposited in tissue are tightly bound to many other 
components. Glucosaminoglycans, especially the highly sulfated variant 
heparan sulfate, have been found in all amyloid deposits investigated [19]. 
Serum amyloid P (SAP) is also constantly found to decorate the fibrils [20]. 
Other components commonly co-localizing with amyloid fibrils are 
apolipoproteins [21, 22], and different extracellular components such as 
collagen IV, laminin and fibronectin [23, 24]. The presence and effects of 
the associated molecules are not understood but they have been implicated to 
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promote the fibrillation process [25], protect the amyloid from degradation 
[20] and generally affect the tissue distribution of amyloid deposits [26]. 

Amyloid disease (Amyloidosis) 
Only a fraction of all proteins form amyloid deposits in the body. At first, it 
was believed that these proteins had some special property that enabled them 
to form fibrils. This view has now changed since numerous proteins that do 
not aggregate in vivo have been shown to be able to do so in vitro [27]. It has 
even been proposed that the amyloid fold is an inherent structure that all 
peptide chains are able to adopt under the right circumstances [27], as the ß-
sheets of the amyloid structure are formed by hydrogen bonds between the 
atoms of the peptide chain backbone, which is the same in all proteins.  

More than 25 proteins are known today to form amyloid in humans [28] 
(see Table 1). Undoubtedly, more proteins will be found in the future, as the 
constituting protein remains to be elucidated for some forms of amyloid (one 
example being the type found in parathyroid gland [29]). In addition, there 
are about 15 more proteins that form aggregates with some, but not all, of 
the amyloid structure characteristics [28, 30]. Examples of such are -
synuclein inclusions, found in Parkinson´s disease and Huntingtin aggregates 
found in Huntington´s disease. What separates these approximately 
40 proteins, causing them to form aggregates, from the at least tens of 
thousands other proteins in the human body, is not understood. 

Amyloid diseases are denominated with an abbreviation of the precursor 
protein preceded by an A (for amyloid). Hence, amyloidoses caused by 
transthyretin (TTR) and the light (L) chain of immunoglobulins are called 
ATTR and AL amyloidosis respectively [28]. The fibril forming protein 
found in the deposits follows the same nomenclature, so for example, the 
protein species in amyloid with TTR as precursor protein is accordingly 
called ATTR. 

Amyloid diseases can be local, where only one type of tissue or organ is 
affected, or systemic, where the precursor protein circulates in plasma and 
can be deposited in all peripheral organs. In local amyloidosis, the 
aggregates can be found either intra- or extracellularly, while the aggregates 
in systemic forms in principal are found extracellularly. In local amyloidosis, 
the deposits are fairly small, while in systemic disease large amounts of 
protein can be deposited, destroying the normal architecture of the organ 
[31].  
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Table 1. The amyloidogenic proteins in humans [28, 32]. 

Amyloid 

Protein 
Precursor Protein 

Local (L) or 

Systemic (S) 

Syndrome or 

involved tissue 

AA (Apo)serum AA (SAA) S Chronic inflammation- 

associated

AApoAI Apolipoprotein AI S Familial

  L Aorta, Meniscus

AApoAII Apolipoprotein AII S Familial

AApoAIV Apolipoprotein AIV S Sporadic

A 2M 2-microglobulin S Hemodialysis-associated 

ABri ABriPP S Familial dementia

ACys Cystatin C S Familial

AFib Fibrinogen -chain S Familial

AGel Gelsolin S Familial

AH Immunoglobulin heavy chain S, L Myeloma-associated 

AL Immunoglobulin light chain S, L Myeloma-associated 

ALECT2 Leucocyte chemotactic factor 2 S Mainly kidney

ALys Lysozyme S Familial

ATTR Transthyretin S Familial, Senile

AANF Atrial natriuretic factor L Cardiac atria

A  A protein precursor (A PP) L Alzheimer´s disease, brain 

ACal Calcitonin L C-cell thyroid tumors 

ADan ADanPP L Familial dementia, brain 

AIAPP Islet amyloid polypeptide L Diabetes, Islets of 

Langerhans

AIns Insulin L Iatrogenic

AKer Kerato-epithelin L Familial, cornea

ALac Lactoferrin L Cornea

AMed Lactadherin L Senile, aorta

AOaap Odontogenic ameloblast-

associated protein

L Odontogenic tumors 

APrP Prion protein L Spongiform 

encephalopathies, brain 

APro Prolactin L Pituitary, prolactinomas 

ASemI Semenogelin I L Vesicula seminalis

ATau Tau L Alzheimer disease, brain 
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Local amyloidoses 
Alzheimer’s disease is probably the most well known disease where local 
protein deposits occur [33] while medin amyloid is the most prevalent form, 
being present in the aorta wall of at least 97 % of all individuals above 
50 years of age [34]. Other common age-related diseases where local 
amyloid deposits are found includes type II diabetes [33] and atherosclerosis 
[35]. Many neurodegenerative disorders like spongiform encephalopathies 
(“mad cow”/prion disease), Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (ALS), Huntington´s disease as well as Alzheimer´s disease are 
coupled to amyloid or amyloid-like deposits localized to the central nervous 
system [33]. For some local amyloidoses, the influence of the aggregates on 
surrounding tissue and possible involvement in disease development have 
not been established, and it is yet unclear whether or not they are part of the 
initial pathogenesis or a secondary consequence of it [31]. The amyloid 
found in atherosclerotic plaques is an example of this [35]. 

Systemic amyloidoses 
Systemic amyloidoses are quite rare diseases and have therefore not attracted 
the same interest as the local forms. In contrast to the local variants, where 
the aggregates´ role in pathogenesis is sometimes questioned, systemic 
variants are always life-threatening [31]. 

Even though amyloid precursor proteins that circulate in plasma reach all 
organs (beside the central nervous system), the distribution of amyloid 
deposits in the body is usually not homogeneous, but certain tissues are more 
affected than others. Which tissues that are mainly affected is somewhat 
related to which protein is forming the amyloid, but major variability is 
found even in patients suffering from the same type of amyloid disease [31]. 
The mechanisms determining tissue specificity of amyloid deposits are 
basically unknown, but both the structure of the fibrils and tissue-specific 
factors are probably involved. 

Functional amyloid 
Surprisingly, it has recently been appreciated that the amyloid structure is 
not always deleterious, but that nature has taken advantage of its unique 
features in some cases. This, so called, functional amyloid has been 
described in numerous organisms, ranging from bacteria, yeast, fungi, 
insects, fish and even humans [36]. Bacteria utilize the structure to create an 
extracellular proteinaceous matrix that helps in surface adhesion [37], and 
insects and fish use it in eggshells for its strong mechanical properties [38, 
39]. The structure of spider silk is also amyloid-like [40]. Yeast and fungi, 
on the other hand, employ it to regulate protein function, as the incorporated 
molecules are kept in a non-functioning state [41, 42]. In humans, it has been 
described to be involved in blood clot formation [43-46] and act as a scaffold 
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during biosynthesis of melanin. Due to its ability to acts as a scaffold as well 
as to self-propagate (see below) and thereby transferring information, it has 
even been suggested that amyloid might have had a crucial role during early 
evolution of life, a concept called the amyloid world [47, 48]. 

Amyloid formation 
The process of amyloid fibrillation has been extensively investigated in vitro 
and is generally believed to be a nucleation-dependent process [6] 
(Figure 5). This means that the formation of fibrils is not uniform, but goes 
through three stages. The first phase, called nucleation or lag phase, is the 
crucial and time-limiting event. During this stage individual molecules come 
together and form an oligomeric assembly called nucleus. Once the nucleus 
is formed it can catalyze a conformational change in other protein monomers 
from a native fold to the amyloid conformation and a rapid fibril growth 
follows (the elongation phase). The growth phase continues until the 
subunits are consumed and the equilibrium phase is reached. The fibril 
formation can be triggered and the lag phase shortened by addition of a pre-
formed nucleus, or so called “seed”[26]. 

Although widely accepted, the nucleation-dependent theory does not 
stand unquestioned. Kelly and co-workers claim that polymerization of 
transthyretin lacks the nucleation phase [49] and Bhak et al have proposed 
another template-independent fibrillation process [50]. 

 
Figure 5. Amyloid fibril formation according to the nucleation-dependent theory, 
shown with and without seed. 

At the moment, not much is known about why some individuals develop 
amyloidosis and others do not. Numerous in vitro experiments have gained 
us insight regarding factors that can destabilize the native protein structure 
and shift the equilibrium from correctly folded conformations to less folded 
shapes. Such parameters are of course risk factors for developing 
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amyloidosis. The condition of the surrounding environment, for example 
high temperature, low pH, metal ions and high concentration of proteins are 
known to prompt destabilization [6, 26]. In vivo, AA amyloidosis is an 
example where the disease is triggered by a high protein concentration, as 
this disease occurs in individuals with an increased level of the acute-phase 
protein serum amyloid A (SAA) due to chronic inflammation. Changes of 
the protein itself, such as mutations and post-translational modifications like 
oxidation can also effect the ability to retain the native conformation [26]. 
Familial transthyretin amyloidosis, triggered by a mutation in the gene 
coding for transthyretin, exemplify this. Proteolytic cleavage can also cause 
conformational instability. Many amyloid aggregates are in fact built from 
peptides that are cleaved out from larger precursor molecules, for example 
those found in AL, AA and AApoAI amyloidosis [27, 30, 51-53]. 

However, not all individuals at risk for developing amyloidosis 
(for example patients with chronic inflammation or a mutation in the 
transthyretin gene) do so. Thus, other factors must be involved, but very 
little is known about what these could be. Diet [54] and gastro-intestinal 
flora [55] have been suggested to affect amyloidogenesis, as well as 
exposure to pathogens [56, 57] and organic solvents [58]. In addition, 
ingestion of certain protein aggregates with amyloid or amyloid-like 
properties seem to be able to act as seed and trigger amyloid formation (see 
further below). 

Many cases of amyloidoses are considered “spontaneous” as no specific 
risk factor has been identified. However, there is one major risk factor for all 
amyloid formation, and that is aging. The older you are, the greater the risk 
of developing amyloid deposits and amyloid disease. Understanding this 
relationship is not easy, as the process of biological aging is far from 
understood and very complex. One major theory is that a decline in cells´ 
ability to take care of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is involved. ROS are 
produced as natural byproducts of oxygen metabolism, but during cellular 
stress, their number can increase dramatically. These reactive molecules can 
oxidize other molecules, including proteins, and needs therefore to be strictly 
regulated since such oxidization renders proteins unstable and more prone to 
aggregate [59]. 

Pathological effects of amyloid 
In systemic amyloidoses, the deposits are massive and can completely 
infiltrate the extracellular space of an organ, thereby abolishing its 
architecture and function [26]. In extreme cases, the weight of an organ can 
increase with several kilos due to the amyloid load [31]. In contrast, the 
deposits in local amyloidoses are small and distinct. The fact that the amount 
of deposits is not always correlated to the degree of disease, especially in the 
case of local amyloidoses, led to the idea that some other protein species 
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than the fibrillar deposits might be the cause of pathology. The general belief 
today is that smaller soluble aggregates are toxic to cells [27]. Whether such 
oligomers are on- or off-pathway to mature fibril formation is not known. 
The exact mechanism behind the toxicity is a matter of intense research and 
debate, but disruption of membrane integrity or induction of oxidative stress 
are popular explanations [27]. 

Seeding, cross-seeding and transmissibility 
Prion diseases attracted a lot of focus in the 1990s due to the outbreak of 
bovine spongiform encephalopathy (also known as “mad cow disease”), and 
its presumable transmittance to humans. Prion diseases are interesting since 
the transmitting agent does not seem to contain any nucleic acid, as is the 
case for previously known agents like bacteria and viruses. Instead, it is 
believed to be composed of only protein, that exists in an aggregated state 
[60]. The prion protein (PrPc) is normally found in the mammalian brain, but 
its physiological function is not clear. The transmissibility is regarded to 
occur by a seeding mechanism, where a nucleus of aggregated prion protein 
(called PrPsc) enters the host body and thereby trigger a cascade of amyloid 
formation with the hosts own prion protein molecules [61]. 

So far, no human case has been reported where transmission of any other 
amyloidosis beside prion disease should have occurred. However, this does 
not exclude the possibility that transmittance can take place, as such event 
would be quite difficult to discover. In fact, many types of amyloidoses have 
been shown to be seedable in animal models prone to develop the disease, 
for example Alzheimer´s disease [62] and AA amyloidosis [63], by injection 
of preformed amyloid aggregates. Seeding is possible even if the protein 
species of the seed is not identical to the protein prone to form amyloid in 
the experiment animals, so called cross-seeding. Tissue extracts of amyloid 
aggregates of ATTR, AL, and A 2M can for example trigger disease in mice 
models of AApoAII amyloidosis [64]. Even protein assemblies with 
amyloid-like structure that are found naturally in our environment, like silk 
fibrils and the functional amyloids described above to exist in bacteria and 
yeast, have seeding ability in mice models of AA amyloidosis [65]. Recent 
experiments have shown that seeding of AA amyloidosis is possible even 
through oral ingestion of AA amyloid extracts [66] and foie gras [67] (duck 
liver paté, which often contains AA amyloid). Such results indicate that 
prion-like transmissibility is possible also for other amyloidoses, at least in 
individuals with extra susceptibility for such disorders. 
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Strains and fibril polymorphism 
In prion disease, it is well recognized that the prion protein can fold into 
several conformationally distinct amyloid aggregates, and that the structural 
characteristics of the assemblies are associated with differences in disease 
clinicopathology [68, 69]. These are known as prion “strains”. The specific 
conformational features are self-propagating in seeding experiments, in vitro 
as well as in vivo [69]. 

The strain phenomenon has not directly been described for other 
amyloidoses, but recent experiments suggest that a similar mechanism might 
apply for these diseases as well. As mentioned above, it has become 
increasingly clear during the past few years that formation of structurally 
diverse fibrils from a single peptide chain readily occurs in vitro for several 
amyloidogenic proteins, as for example A , glucagon and insulin [17, 70, 
71]. This polymorphism arises when the protein is exposed to variations in 
environmental factors like pH, temperature and protein concentration. 
Similar to prion strains, the specific conformational features are able to self-
propagate in seeding experiments [14]. Most experiments so far has been 
done in vitro, but it has been shown that one type of fibrils formed from A  
was more toxic than another one in cell culture studies [17] and pathological 
differences were seen in the brain of mouse models of Alzheimer´s disease 
when injected with A  fibrils of different morphology [62]. 

Transthyretin amyloidosis 
Transthyretin 
Transthyretin, or TTR, was first identified in the 1940s as it was found to be 
present in blood serum and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [72]. It was 
originally denominated prealbumin, given that it migrates ahead of albumin 
on electrophoresis gels [73]. Later the name was changed to 
transthyretin [74], a label thought to reflect its function as a transporter of 
retinol and thyroxine. 

Synthesis and physiological function 
It is well established that transthyretin functions as a transport protein for 
thyroxine and retinol in blood. Thyroxine binds directly to TTR whereas 
retinol (vitamin A) interacts via retinol-binding protein (RBP) [73]. The TTR 
circulating in plasma is almost exclusively synthesized in the liver [75, 76]. 
TTR is also found in CSF, where it is the major carrier for thyroxine. It is 
produced by epithelial cells of the choroid plexus and possibly to a minor 
extent by the meninges [77, 78]. 

In addition, TTR is expressed in the retina of the eye and alpha-cells of 
the islets of Langerhans in pancreas, although the function of TTR in these 
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sites is not understood [79]. It has also been claimed to be synthesized in the 
stomach, heart, muscle, spleen, dorsal root ganglia [80, 81], and recently also 
in several locations of the brain such as hippocampus, cortex and 
amygdala [72], but such production sites have been questioned [72, 82]. 
Recent studies have suggested many additional functions for TTR besides 
acting as a transporter. TTR has for example been proposed to have 
proteolytic activity [83, 84]. Through this enzymatic action or by other 
means, it has also been indicated to have a role in nerve regeneration [85], 
neuropeptide homeostasis [86], spatial reference memory [87] and 
depressive-like behavior [88]. It also seems to have a protective role in 
Alzheimer´s disease by acting against aggregation of A -peptide [79, 84]. 
Taken together, these reports indicate that TTR has a much more diverse role 
than was previously thought and that more research is needed before the full 
function of TTR is understood. 

Gene locus and protein structure 
The gene coding for TTR contains four exons [89] and is located on 
chromosome 18 [90]. The X-ray crystal structure and the sequence of TTR 
were determined in the 1970s [91-93] (Figure 6 and 7). It is a 127 amino 
acid long protein with a molecular weight of 13.8 kDa. With the exception of 
a small -helix and some unfolded residues at the N- and C-termina, the 
main part of the peptide chain is in -sheet conformation. Each molecule 
contains 8 -strands designated A-H arranged into two -sheets facing each 
other (denoted DAGH and CBEF) [93]. 

 
Figure 6. The structure of TTR. Each monomer is shown in a separate color. 
A) Structure of the dimer. B) Structure of the tetramer. (Structure obtained from 
PDB code 1F41).  
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Figure 7. The TTR amino acid sequence with ß-strand and -helix stretches marked.  

TTR circulates mainly as a homotetramer. Two monomers dimerize by 
extensive hydrogen bonding between the H strands of each monomer, 
thereby forming an extended -sheet consisting of 8 strands (the DAGH 
strands from each monomer).Hydrogen bonding is also found between the 
F strands of each monomer, but to a lesser extent than between the 
H strands. Two such dimers associate further by hydrophobic interactions 
between the AB loops and GH loops as well as hydrogen bonding between 
the AB loops and H-strands [93]. 

Transthyretin amyloidosis 
Senile systemic amyloidosis (SSA) 
Both wild-type (wt) and mutant TTR can form amyloid in vivo. When 
wtTTR is forming the amyloid, the disease is referred to as senile systemic 
amyloidosis or SSA [94]. Such deposits appear quite commonly among 
highly aged, as they are found at autopsy in approximately 25% of all 
individuals over the age of 80 years [95]. The heart is the primarily affected 
organ, but amyloid is commonly seen also in the lungs and in vessel walls of 
many other organs [96]. In most cases the deposits are small and clinically 
insignificant, but cardiac symptoms and even fatal heart failure can occur. It 
has recently been recognized that the disease sometimes is manifested at a 
relatively young age as carpal tunnel syndrome [97, 98]. 

Familial ATTR amyloidosis 
More than a hundred single-point mutations have been reported in the TTR 
gene so far, of which most are rendering the protein more amyloidogenic 
[99]. The result is a lethal disease that is autosomal dominantly inherited 
although the penetrance is not complete [100]. Death usually occurs 
10-15 years after the first symptom appears. The familial forms of ATTR 
amyloidosis can have a wide variety of tissue distributions and clinical 
pictures. Deposits can be found in most peripheral organs, but are mainly 
seen in the sensorimotor and autonomic nervous system and the heart. The 
kidneys, the eyes, and the meninges are also often affected [101, 102]. 
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Deposits in the autonomic nervous system give rise to gastrointestinal 
disturbances like constipation, diarrhea and nausea/vomiting as well as 
bladder retention and postural hypotension. Loss of the sensory modalities 
starts distally in the lower extremities and spreads proximally followed by 
impairment of the upper limbs as well. The loss of sensation is frequently 
accompanied by dysesthesiaes and pain. Involvement of the motor system 
leads to muscle weakness and atrophy. The nervous disturbances cause 
ultimately the patient to be bedridden followed by death due to cachexia or 
secondary infections. Cardiac deposits can cause conduction disturbances 
leading to sudden death without pacemaker implantation or a restrictive 
cardiomyopathy leading to heart failure. Proteinuria and kidney failure can 
follow with kidney infiltration and amyloid in the eye leads to impairment of 
vision. Central nervous manifestations like dementia, depression, seizures 
and cerebral infarction or haemorrhage occur when the meninges are 
affected [103-106]. 

By tradition, the diseases caused by mutated TTR are divided according 
to the main clinical symptom into familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy 
(FAP), familial amyloidotic cardiomyopathy (FAC) and the 
oculoleptomeningeal form (also known as familial CNS (central nervous 
system) amyloidosis) [107]. However, several organs are often affected in 
each individual, rendering this classification somewhat confusing. The 
specific mutation affects which phenotype will emerge, but other factors are 
also involved as the clinical picture can be very heterogeneous also among 
patients suffering from the same mutation. 

TTRV30M 
Distribution and prevalence 
The familial form of ATTR amyloidosis was initially reported in a 
Portuguese family in the 1950s [108], whose individuals presented mainly 
with polyneuropathy. The protein causing the deposits was determined in 
1978 to be transthyretin [109] and later it was found that a substitution of a 
valine at position 30 to a methionine (V30M) in the TTR amino acid 
sequence was triggering the disease [110]. Beside the region around Povoa 
de Varzim in northern Portugal where it was first described, endemic areas 
have also been found in the prefectures of Kumamoto and Nagano in Japan 
as well as in the area around Skellefteå in northern Sweden (thus often 
referred to as “Skellefteå-sjukan” in popular terms in Sweden) [105]. Today, 
about 2000 patients are estimated to live in Portugal [M. Saraiva, personal 
communication], 1000 in Japan [111] and 350 in Sweden [O. Suhr, personal 
communication]. Smaller ATTRV30M populations have more recently also 
been found in France [100], Brazil [112], Cyprus [113] and the Balearic 
Islands of Spain [114]. With a more widespread knowledge about the 
disease, it has been understood that isolated patients are found outside 
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endemic areas as well [115, 116]. However, many patients living outside the 
endemic areas are probably still not recognized or misdiagnosed as the 
awareness of the disease continues to be rather low. 

Phenotypic differences 
Interestingly, ATTRV30M patients can roughly be divided into two 
phenotypic groups. Depending on if the patients have an early or late onset 
of disease certain clinical features usually appear. The early onset patients 
develop the disease before 50 years of age, usually in their 20s or 30s, while 
the late onset patients do not show symptoms until after the age of 50 years. 
The differences between these two groups have been thoroughly analyzed 
among Japanese patients [116-119] and are described below, but similar 
differences seem to occur in patients elsewhere as well [115, 120-122]. 

The neuropathy among early onset patients are characterized by a marked 
autonomic dysfunction and a dissociated sensory loss where pain and 
temperature sensations are more affected than touch and proprioception. 
Motor disturbances do not show until after a couple of years. The late onset 
group show less severe autonomic disturbances and a more equal 
involvement of all sensory modalities. Motor deficiencies occur earlier in the 
course of the disease and can even be the initial manifestation. The clinical 
differences in nervous system manifestations are in agreement with 
differences in amyloid deposition and pathological changes within the 
nervous system tissues. 

Cardiac involvement occurs in both groups but with distinct features. 
Early onset patients can develop conduction disturbances which require 
pacemaker implantation and deposits are accordingly mainly seen in the 
subendocardium and conduction system. Among the late onset patients, 
conduction disturbances can occur, but the amyloid deposits are not 
restricted to the subendocardium and heavy infiltration of amyloid 
throughout the myocardium are seen. The walls of the heart are thereby 
massively enlarged to the extent that a doubling in weight of the heart is not 
an unusual finding. This limits the heart´s mobility, which causes a 
restrictive cardiomyopathy, and eventually an inability of the heart to meet 
the body’s requirement of blood, i.e. heart failure. 

In addition, differences in sex distribution are seen between the groups, at 
least in Japan and Sweden, with a strong male preponderance among the late 
onset cases, while an equal distribution is seen for the early onsets. 

Regional differences 
Differences between geographical areas are also present for these patients. In 
general, the early onset group is found in the endemic areas while patients 
detected outside of these regions belong to the late onset group [123] [122]. 
However, the endemic area in Sweden differs from the corresponding 
regions in Japan and Portugal by having a high portion of patients belonging 
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to the late onset type [121, 124, 125]. In line with this, the degree of 
penetrance varies between the areas, being about 80-90 % in Japan and 
Portugal [100, 126], while only about 50 % in Sweden [125] at the age of 
80 years. So, even though the number of patients is higher in Portugal than 
Sweden, the carrier frequency is actually about 10 times higher in the 
Swedish endemic area [120, 127, 128]. Interestingly, the penetrance has 
been found to differ as much as 65 % to 32 % (at the age of 80 years) 
between the two closely situated towns of Skellefteå and Piteå respectively 
[125]. 

Explaining the variability 
The above described discrepancies are obvious evidence that some other 
factor(s), genetic or environmental, are involved in triggering the disease in 
addition to the TTRV30M mutation. Why patients are clustered into two 
phenotypic groups, and why there is a link between age of onset and the 
clinicopathology, are two basically unanswered questions of this disease. 
Numerous studies have tried to find genetic factors that can offer an 
explanation. Polymorphisms in genes coding for proteins that interact with 
TTR or ATTR amyloid deposits, such as RBP, SAP, apolipoprotein E, 
heparan sulfate proteoglycan and complement Q10 have been investigated 
for possible influence on age of onset [129-131]. Haplotype analyses on 
areas surrounding the TTR gene [132], as well as a search for 
polymorphisms in a putative miRNA silencing region in the 3´UTR of the 
TTR gene [128] have also been performed. A few weak correlations have 
been found in some of these studies, but none that by itself could explain the 
discrepancies between the groups. Recently, mitochondrial DNA analyses 
have given some interesting results, as differences in haplotype distribution 
were found quite distinct between the early and late onset patients, but still, 
the entire effect could not be explained [133]. Taken together, it seems likely 
that many genetic factors modulate the age of onset, but so far, the clustering 
into two phenotypic groups remains to be explained. 

Less effort has been put into finding environmental explanations. 
Interestingly, monozygotic twins often show large discrepancies in age of 
onset as well as clinical manifestations [134, 135], indicating that non-
genetic factors are operating. Differences in serum TTR levels has been 
raised as a possible explanation, but the fact that individuals homozygous for 
the V30M mutation only show slight, if any, earlier onset speaks against this 
[136]. 

Parent-of-origin effect and anticipation  
A peculiar finding among familial ATTR patients is that the age of onset 
seems to decrease in successive generations, a phenomenon known as 
anticipation. This has been shown to occur in all the classic endemic areas 
[137-140], but was not found in families outside such regions when 
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investigated in a Japanese study [141]. Even more intriguing is the fact that 
the anticipation in many cases has been described to be more pronounced if 
the transmitting parent is the mother compared to the father [137, 138, 140]. 
In accordance with this, age of onset is lower and penetrance higher with 
maternal inheritance than paternal [125, 140, 142]. 

Anticipation is usually associated with expansion of disease causing 
stretches of trinucleotide repeats. However, in the case of ATTR amyloidosis 
no such repeats are found in the TTR gene, and a search for trinucleotide 
repeats of abnormal length in the genomes of ATTR patients provided no 
evidence of such being present [143]. An explanation is therefore required to 
be found elsewhere, but at the moment, only speculations exist. Regarding 
the parent-of-origin effect, involvement of modifier genes in mitochondrial 
DNA has been proposed, as this type of DNA always are inherited from the 
mother, and recently a study determined that much of the effect could indeed 
be explained by a mitochondrial polymorphism [144]. Seeding has also been 
proposed, as it has been shown that amyloid aggregates are abundantly 
present in mammary glands in female patients [145] and that breast milk acts 
as seed in mice with AA amyloidosis [146]. 

Other TTR mutations 
Being a disease that starts in relatively young age and appears in endemic 
areas, as well as being the first variant to be discovered, the V30M is by far 
the most studied ATTR amyloidosis variant. Not many studies have been 
performed on patients with other mutations, as they are few in number and 
scattered around the world. For most mutations, only one or a few case 
studies have been described, or they have not been studied separately but 
clustered into a group of non-V30M mutations. From the limited knowledge 
of today, it is not possible to deduce if distinct phenotypic groupings, as are 
seen among the V30M patients, are to be found within other mutations as 
well, but certain reports indicate that large intra-mutational differences do 
exist in some cases [147-149]. 

As several of the TTR variants cause disease late in life, and often show 
more prominent cardiac involvement than neuropathic symptoms, there are 
probably many patients that are un- or misdiagnosed. In fact, some mutations 
might not be uncommon at all; it has for example been shown that 
TTRV122I is found in as much as 4 % among the African-American 
population [150]. 

TTR fibril formation 
The nature of the fibril building block in ATTR amyloid is heavily debated. 
Some authors have proposed the tetramer to be the basic subunit [151], while 
others have suggested a dimer for this role [152]. The most popular theory of 
today though, denotes the monomer as the basic building block. This theory 
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is supported by structural studies [153] as well as the fact that tetramer 
dissociation seems to be required for fibril formation [154, 155]. In addition, 
the thermodynamic and kinetic stability of different TTR mutants are in 
correlation to its amyloidogenicity [156, 157] and stabilization of the 
tetramer by small ligands has been shown to prevent fibril formation (see 
below). It has even been suggested that tetramer dissociation, and not 
nucleus formation, is the time-limiting event for fibril formation, and that 
TTR fibrillogenesis is a downhill polymerization process as soon as 
monomeric species emerge [49]. 

ATTR fibril composition in vivo 
As the familial form is dominantly inherited, most of the patients are 
heterozygotes. In such individuals, the fibrils are not only composed of the 
mutated protein but also of wild-type ATTR. The degree of wtTTR 
incorporation seems to vary between different organs, mutations and 
individuals, but is mostly reported to be between 10-50% [123, 158-163] 
although much higher values also have been described [164, 165].  

Amyloid fibrils purified and analyzed from ATTR amyloidosis patients 
have many times been found to be composed of not only full-length ATTR 
but also truncated ATTR species [94, 162, 166-168]. Particularly, large 
amounts of C-terminal fragments starting around amino acid 50 are seen. 
Main cleavage sites appear to exist after amino acids 45, 48 and 51, but 
fragments starting at many other positions close to these residues have also 
been found. The C-terminal fragments are often the main constituent of the 
fibrils, outnumbering the full-length species. Corresponding N-terminal 
fragments seem to be present in only very small amounts [169]. However, 
whether cleavage of TTR occurs before or after fibril incorporation and 
whether or not the process is of any importance for fibrillogenesis are 
basically unknown. 

Even though numerous papers have reported about presence of large 
amounts of fragmented ATTR species in the amyloid deposits, this is often 
forgotten in the present ATTR amyloidosis research. The reason for this is 
not easily understood, but a main factor may be that at least some of the 
most frequently used commercial antibodies do not detect the fragments in 
western blot analyses [161, 162]. In concordance with this, none of the fibril 
formation studies mentioned above have considered the possibility of a role 
for the C-terminal fragments in TTR fibrillogenesis. To my knowledge, the 
structure of the C-terminal part of TTR and its ability to aggregate has only 
been investigated in one study [170]. There it was shown that a peptide 
stretching the amino acid sequence TTR51-127 was largely unfolded and 
self-assembled under nearly physiological conditions. 
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Two types of fibril composition 
The fibril composition described above is not found in all ATTR patients. In 
a study based on cardiac amyloid from Swedish ATTRV30M patients, it was 
described that some individuals showed the abovementioned pattern with a 
mixture of full-length and fragmented ATTR, while others showed only 
presence of full-length ATTR [169] (Figure 8A). The two kinds of fibril 
compositions also seemed to display morphological differences, which could 
be visualized with Congo red staining (Figure 8B and C) and with electron 
microscopy (Figure 8D). The fibril type containing fragmented ATTR 
species (termed type A) was weakly stained by Congo red and the 
birefringence had a weak and smooth appearance. In contrast, the fibrils 
composed solely of full-length ATTR (termed type B) were strongly stained 
by Congo red and the birefringence was equally strong and looked somewhat 
granular, which taken together gave the amyloid a “glittering” appearance. 
Electron microscopy showed the fibrils of type A to be haphazardly arranged 
while those of type B where more parallel assembled into discrete bundles. 
The amyloid types also differed in deposition pattern. Type A deposits were 
diffuse, homogenous and widespread throughout the subendocardium, 
subepicardium and myocardium, while type B deposits had a patchy 
distribution and much less amyloid was seen in the myocardium [169]. In 
contrast to the V30M patients, all SSA patients investigated had fibrils of 
type A. 

ATTR amyloidosis in animal models 
Murine TTR is much more stable than the human counterpart, and senile 
systemic amyloidosis caused by TTR is not seen in mice. The first mouse 
transgenic for human TTR was generated in 1986 [171], and several 
different transgenics have been developed since [172-177]. Most of them 
carry TTRV30M, but the aggressive L55P has also been used, as well as 
wild-type TTR. Generating a model that successfully mimics the 
clinicopathology of human ATTR amyloidosis has proven to be a 
challenging task. Although amyloid deposits are seen in various organs in 
these animals, the typical hallmark of the disease with amyloid in the 
peripheral and autonomic nervous system, is not seen. Recently this problem 
was partly overcome, as a heat shock transcription factor (HSF1) deficient 
mouse transgenic for human TTRV30M showed TTR deposits in such 
tissues [178]. 

Drosophila melanogaster has been used to create successful models of 
many neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer´s disease, Parkinson´s 
disease and prion disease. Recently some human TTR transgenics have been 
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Figure 8. Compositional and morphological differences between the two fibril types 
seen in cardiac amyloid from Swedish ATTRV30M patients. Type A is shown to the 
left, and type B to the right. A) Comassie blue-stained SDS-polyacrylamide gels 
(blue lanes) and western blots using an -TTR50-127 antiserum (grey lanes). B and 
C) Congo red staining of cardiac deposits viewed in normal light (B) and in 
polarized light with crossed analyzer (C). D) Electron microscopy on cardiac 
deposits (immunolabeled with -TTR50-127 antiserum visualized with 10 nm gold 
particles) (from Bergström et al [169]).
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generated, carrying either the wild-type, L55P or V30M forms [179, 180]. 
These lines show degeneration of the brain and TTR deposits that stain with 
Congo red. Disease manifestations include decreased life-span and motor 
deficiencies like reduced climbing and flying.  

Therapies for ATTR amyloidosis  
Liver transplantation 
In 1990, liver transplantation (LT) was introduced as a treatment for familial 
ATTR amyloidosis, and it is still the main treatment today [76, 107]. Since 
plasma TTR is almost exclusively synthesized by the liver [75, 76], the 
concentration of mutated TTR molecules can be almost eliminated in the 
circulation by replacement of the organ that produces mutated TTR with one 
that only secretes wtTTR [76]. This was thought to stop the amyloid deposits 
from continuing to grow. However, the outcome of the procedure has proven 
to be quite varied. In some patients the progression of disease seems to be 
halted and symptomatic improvement has also been reported, while 
deterioration continues in others [181, 182]. Especially problematic is that 
some patients develop a rapid and even accelerated progression of cardiac 
amyloidosis. This is particularly seen in patients with other mutations than 
V30M [183, 184], but an increase in cardiac involvement has been seen also 
in such patients [185-188]. 

Biochemical studies indicate that the progression of cardiomyopathy is 
caused by continued addition of wtTTR to the deposits, as the proportion of 
wtATTR to total ATTR is much higher in cardiac tissue obtained from 
transplanted patients than from non-transplanted patients [189, 190]. Such 
finding is perhaps not so surprising given that wtTTR also is amyloidogenic 
and is incorporated into the fibrils already before liver transplantation in 
heterozygotes. 

Other treatments 
The complications of liver transplantation described above demonstrate that 
new treatment alternatives are needed, but none has been available up until 
now. Only one month before the printing of this thesis the European 
Commission approved the first drug for ATTR amyloidosis. This drug works 
by binding and stabilizing the quaternary structure of TTR, thereby 
protecting from tetramer dissociation, an event that is theorized to be an 
important step in TTR fibrillogenesis. Even though this is a break-through in 
ATTR amyloidosis research, further treatment options are still needed as the 
drug do not completely stop progression of disease. Other molecules with 
similar function are also under development and some are currently in 
phase II/III clinical trials [107][www.clinicaltrials.gov]. 
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Other promising future strategies are gene therapy with small interfering 
RNAs (siRNAs) or antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) to suppress TTR 
synthesis. Some of these are currently in phase I clinical trials 
[www.clinicaltrials.gov]. Immunization against destabilized TTR variants 
are another treatment variant under development [107].  
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Present investigation 

Aims 
The general aim of this thesis was to broaden the knowledge about the two 
types of fibril composition (presence or absence of fragmented ATTR). 
More specifically, we wanted to investigate if the fibril types are correlated 
to differences in clinical phenotypes and/or outcome after liver 
transplantation, mainly in individuals with TTRV30M, but also begin to 
expand the investigations to other mutations. The particular aims for each 
paper were: 

 
Paper I) To elucidate if the fibril types are intra-individually 

consistent between organs, as well as investigating if a 
correlation between fibril type and clinical phenotype 
exists among ATTRV30M patients. 

 
Paper II) To determine if the proportion of wtATTR is equally 

distributed between full-length and C-terminal ATTR 
species by looking at patients with the TTRT60A 
mutation, and to see if the distribution changes after liver 
transplantation. 

 
Paper III) To examine if the propensity to incorporate wtATTR 

differ between the two fibril types as well as between 
deposits in different tissue types, thereby offering a 
possible explanation for a progression of cardiac 
amyloidosis after liver transplantation in some 
individuals. 

 
Paper IV) To determine the fibril composition type in patients with 

other mutations than TTRV30M, as well as examining if 
the relationship between fibril type and specific clinical 
phenotypic traits found among the ATTRV30M patients 
seem to be true for ATTR amyloidosis in general. 
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Methodological considerations 

In the following section the techniques used in this thesis are explained. A 
detailed description of the experimental procedures is found in the respective 
papers. 

Amyloid detection 
In 1922 it was discovered that Congo red, a substance originally used to dye 
cotton, was able to bind amyloid [191]. The method was further refined in 
the 1960s into the protocol utilized in this work [192]. 

The mechanism behind Congo red binding to amyloid is not completely 
clear, but it is believed that it recognizes the amyloid -sheet structure [193, 
194]. In normal light the amyloid will appear red when Congo red has bound 
to it, and, due to its high degree of order in one axis, it will elicit a 
birefringence ranging from blue-green to yellow-green when viewed in 
polarized light with a crossed analyzer [195]. 

All deposits of true amyloid nature bind Congo red (it is used as a 
criterion for defining amyloid [28]), but the deposits can differ in staining 
intensity, probably reflecting structural variations of the fibrils [193]. Congo 
red is widely used in research and clinical settings for detection and 
diagnosis of amyloidosis. 

Tissue preparation/Amyloid extraction 
All of the analyses in this thesis are based on human tissue samples. In all 
cases but one, cardiac or abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue was used. 
These were either fresh, frozen or fixed in formalin and embedded in 
paraffin. To be able to analyze the amyloid fibril protein in these samples by 
gel electrophoresis, different extraction and purification techniques were 
used, depending on tissue type, sample size and storage method. 
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Fresh or frozen tissue 
Tissue homogenization and amyloid solubilization 
Frozen tissue samples were manually homogenized into a smooth mixture. 
The procedure includes several cycles of crushing the tissue in a salt 
solution, followed by centrifugation and discarding of the supernatant. This 
will remove most soluble components of the tissue while insoluble parts 
such as amyloid will be left in the pellet. In the last step, lipid components 
are removed from the pellet by treating it with acetone. 

To disrupt the amyloid structure into soluble parts, the defatted pellet was 
dissolved in a solution containing high concentrations of guanidine-HCl. 
This compound is a chaotropic agent which breaks non-covalent bonds, 
thereby often used to dissolve protein aggregates. Dithiothreitol (DTT), a 
reducing agent that disrupts disulfide bonds possibly present, was also 
added. After centrifugation, the dissolved peptides are found in the 
supernatant. To preserve the material, the supernatant was freeze-dried, as 
this allows it to be kept in room temperature for several years without being 
destroyed. The homogenization and amyloid solubilization techniques are 
described in more detail in [169] and were adapted from the method 
described by Pras et al [196]. 

Preparation of abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue biopsies 
Adipose tissue was obtained either by surgical, punch or needle biopsies and 
ranged in size from a few cubic millimeters to centimeters. As these samples 
were too small to be homogenized, another purification protocol, customized 
for this type of tissue, was followed. The tissue was first washed thoroughly 
in a salt solution. To remove as much hemoglobin as possible, which 
otherwise might produce strong disturbing signals in subsequent analyses, 
erythrocytes were lysed by adding a solution of ammonium chloride. After 
washing in water, acetone was added to the material for several cycles to 
remove the lipids. Finally, the sample was left to air-dry [101]. 

Preparation of very small specimens 
The above described methods could only be used when relatively large 
amounts of tissue were available, as some material generally is lost during 
the process of homogenization or washing. When only minute amounts of 
tissue were available, the purification process was kept to a minimum in 
order not to lose valuable material. It was found that cardiac tissue could be 
used directly without any preparation before western blot analysis, while 
adipose tissue needed at least to be defatted in acetone to obtain a good 
separation during gel electrophoresis. 
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Formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue 
A common technique for storing tissue is by treating it with formalin (which 
is a 4 % formaldehyde solution), as this arrests tissue decomposition and 
preserves tissue morphology. The mechanism by which formaldehyde 
achieves this is not fully clear, but involves cross-linking proteins and other 
molecules with covalent bonds [197, 198]. The tissue can then be embedded 
in paraffin, which facilitates cutting the material into the thin sections 
needed for examination in microscope. 

To extract amyloid from this kind of tissue, several tissue sections were 
cut for each sample. How many depended on the size of the sample. The 
paraffin was then removed by incubating the slides in xylene, followed by 
re-hydrating the samples in solutions with gradually lower concentration of 
ethanol. After incubation in distilled water, the sections were scraped off the 
glass while still wet and pooled together. Thereafter, the material was stirred 
in a solution of guanidine-HCl and DTT until the material had dissolved. 
The samples were also sonicated in a waterbath, another method used to 
dissolve protein aggregates. After centrifugation, the supernatant was freeze-
dried. This extraction method is adapted from the technique originally 
described in [199]. 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
Proteins in a sample can be separated according to their size by a technique 
called SDS-PAGE. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is a negatively charged 
molecule that binds to proteins throughout the entire length of the amino 
acid chain, thereby rendering each protein a negative charge in relation to its 
size. The sample is then loaded onto a gel made of polyacrylamide and a 
current is applied, causing the negatively charged proteins to move through 
the gel towards the anode. The protein content of the samples is thereby 
separated, as smaller peptides are able to move faster in the gel. In this work, 
a method specialized for separating low molecular weight proteins of 
1-100 kDa was used [200]. To make sure no disulfide bonds were present, 
DTT and iodoacetamide was added, as these substances disrupt disulfide 
bonds and prevent re-formation by adding an alkyl group to reduced cysteins 
respectively. 

The separated proteins were then either visualized by staining the gels 
with Coomassie Brilliant Blue, a dye that binds to all proteins, or were 
electrophoretically further transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane for 
detection by antibodies. 
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Western blotting and antibodies 
The identity of a protein can be determined by using antibodies that 
specifically recognizes the protein. Visualization of such interaction is 
commonly accomplished by adding a secondary antibody that detects the 
first (primary) antibody. The secondary antibody has been covalently bound 
to a fluorophore or an enzyme capable of catalyzing a process that generates 
light or color. In this thesis, the secondary antibodies used had been linked to 
an enzyme called horse-radish peroxidase (HRP), and was used together 
with a substrate system called enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) to 
produce light, which was detected by a light-sensitive film. 

As commercial antibodies against TTR often do not recognize the 
truncated ATTR species [101], our group has produced our own primary 
antibodies. A relatively easy method to obtain antibodies is by injecting 
animals with the protein of interest, which will cause the animal´s immune 
system to produce antibodies against the protein and release them into the 
blood. The blood is then collected, and the serum, so called antiserum, will 
thereby contain the antibodies. In this work, antisera directed against the C-
or N-terminal part of the TTR molecule was produced in rabbit. The C-
terminal antiserum was directed against a peptide containing the amino acids 
50-127 of the TTR sequence. This peptide had been produced by 
recombinant protein expression in Escherichia coli [201]. This antiserum 
was used to determine the fibril composition type (presence of fragments or 
not) as it clearly shows if C-terminal fragments are present. The N-terminal 
antiserum was directed against an in vitro synthesized peptide of amino acids 
TTR24-35 [202] and was used to detect N-terminal fragments.  

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-
flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry 
Protein extraction from polyacrylamide gels 
The samples analyzed by mass spectrometry (MS) were first separated with 
SDS-PAGE. Then, Coomassie stained bands, which were identified by 
western blot to correspond to full-length or fragmented ATTR, were cut out 
from the gel. The proteins need to be cleaved into smaller peptides to be 
extracted from the gel pieces. This was accomplished by digesting with 
trypsin, a commonly used protease [203]. Smaller peptides are also required 
for optimal MALDI-TOF MS analysis. 
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Mass spectrometry analyses 
MS can be used to determine the molecular content of a sample. The general 
principle in MS is vaporization and ionization of molecules, often by using 
laser radiation, followed by separation of the species in an electric field. In 
MALDI-TOF MS the sample is mixed with a substance called matrix (in this 
work cyanocinnamic acid), which is easily vaporized and ionized by laser 
radiation. The matrix then transfers its obtained charge to the analyte. By 
this process, the peptides are ionized by a softer mechanism than when 
ionized directly by the laser beam. The charged protein species are thereafter 
led through an electric field in which they will obtain a speed proportional to 
its mass-to-charge ratio. The time used for reaching the detector is measured 
for each species and the result is depicted as a mass spectrum where the 
signal intensity for each mass is plotted. By comparing the mass of a peak to 
those of known peptide sequences, the identity of the peptide corresponding 
to the peak can usually be determined [204]. 

As different peptides vaporize more or less readily, MALDI-TOF is 
usually not regarded as a quantitative method. Nevertheless, in this work it 
was used to determine the relative amount of two peptides, namely the 
tryptic peptides corresponding to wild-type and mutant (V30M and T60A) 
ATTR species. As these peptides differ by only one amino acid, where 
neither is basic or acidic, their ionization propensities should not differ 
significantly. Also, as it was not so much the specific value of the wtATTR 
proportion of each patient that was of interest, but rather the difference in 
wtATTR proportion between groups of patients, any possible bias would be 
equal in each group. 
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Results and discussion  

Fibril types in adipose amyloid and their degree of 
“glittering”  
In paper I we investigated adipose tissue from Swedish ATTRV30M 
patients, and showed that the two distinct fibril compositions, with or 
without fragmented ATTR, are not only seen in cardiac tissue, but is also 
found in abdominal subcutaneous fat. We further examined if the same 
relationship between fibril type and appearance after Congo red staining as 
was found for cardiac amyloid was seen also for adipose amyloid. In order to 
thoroughly characterize the linkage, the adipose amyloid from each of the 
patients was graded by its glittering appearance. The result showed a strong 
correlation between fibril composition and degree of glittering, but that it is 
not always possible to determine the fibril composition only from the 
appearance of the amyloid after Congo red staining, as the correlation was 
not perfect. 

Intra-individual consistency of fibril types  
We investigated if the same fibril type would persistently be found in 
different organs from each patient (paper I). Two different amyloid 
containing tissue types were collected from four Swedish ATTRV30M 
patients; cardiac and adipose tissue from three patients, and cardiac and 
pancreatic tissue from the forth individual. Three of the patients showed 
presence of fragments (type A) in both tissue types, while one patient had 
only full-length ATTR (type B) in both tissue types. These results indicate 
that the fibril type is specific to each patient and is not dependent on which 
organ is investigated. 

The fact that the two fibril types are represented in abdominal fat is of 
diagnostic value as it means that the fibril type of a patient easily can be 
determined by a simple and risk-free adipose tissue biopsy. However, further 
studies including more tissue types and more patients are of course needed to 
secure the consistency of fibril type in every organ. 

Recently, a study was reported where the “glittering” ability of amyloid in 
different tissue types from ATTRV30M patients in Japan were investigated 
[123]. Thirteen different tissue types from each of 8 patients were included. 
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Each patient consistently showed approximately the same degree of 
glittering in all tissue types, with the exception that the adrenal gland and 
kidney cortex always showed a non-glittering appearance even in those 
individuals where all other deposits were highly glittering. These results 
indicate that the fibril type basically is intra-individual, however, as 
mentioned above, it should be kept in mind that the fibril composition cannot 
always be deduced from the glittering degree of the deposit. 

Correlation between fibril type and clinical phenotype 
The factors determining the clinical heterogeneity between patients with the 
V30M mutation are, as is mentioned in the introduction, still unknown. We 
hypothesized that the composition of fibrils could play a role in phenotype 
expression. In paper I, we therefore investigated if the fibril type is 
correlated to the age at onset of symptomatic disease and presence of 
cardiomyopathy among Swedish ATTRV30M patients. The fibril 
composition was determined from adipose tissue biopsies, and 
echocardiographic determination of the thickness of the interventricular 
septum was used as a measure for cardiomyopathy. A clear correlation 
between fibril type and phenotype was found. Patients with a fibril 
composition of type A had a high age of onset, while patients with a young 
age of onset showed fibrils of type B. An overlap was seen for onsets 
between 50-65 years of age, where patients could belong to either fibril type, 
although type B patients with onset above 60 years of age were rare. All but 
one of the type A patients had an abnormally thick cardiac septum, while the 
vast majority of type B patients had cardiac values within normal limits. 

To exclude that the finding of two fibril types and their correlation to 
clinical phenotype was specific to ATTRV30M patients originating from 
Sweden, we investigated Japanese ATTRV30M patients in paper IV. The 
same relationship was found among these patients. 

As mentioned in the introduction, patients with ATTRV30M have 
traditionally been divided into two groups depending on their age of onset, 
which are accompanied by certain clinical features. With the present study, 
we have linked this clinically based division to actual differences at a 
molecular level. However, whether or not the differences in fibril 
composition actually are causing the variation in phenotype or are a 
secondary phenomenon without relevance for the pathogenesis remains to be 
elucidated. The matter is further discussed below. 
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Differences in propensity to incorporate wtTTR 
between tissue and fibril types 
The reason behind the differential outcome between patients after liver 
transplantation is far from understood. Particularly troublesome is the rapid 
and even accelerated progression of cardiomyopathy after LT seen in some 
patients. Why the heart is especially vulnerable in this regard and why such 
progression happens in some patients but not in others needs to be 
elucidated. We hypothesized that amyloid in different tissues as well as the 
different fibril composition types could vary in their propensity to 
incorporate wtTTR, and thereby continue to grow after transplantation more 
or less easily. In paper III we therefore investigated the proportion of 
wtATTR to total ATTR in cardiac and adipose tissue from non-transplanted 
Swedish ATTRV30M patients having either fibril type. 

A higher wtATTR proportion was found in cardiac compared to adipose 
tissue regardless of the fibril type, indicating that cardiac tissue is especially 
prone to incorporate wtTTR. This result is in line with that cardiac 
amyloidosis is a particularly problematic factor after LT. The high affinity in 
cardiac tissue for wtTTR is not surprising as the main site for deposition in 
SSA, the sporadic ATTR amyloidosis where wtTTR is forming amyloid, is 
the heart [96]. 

In addition, we found that cardiac tissue from patients with fibril type A 
had a higher wtATTR proportion than patients of fibril type B. Interestingly, 
among patients with type A fibrils, the wtATTR species was actually 
dominating in prevalence over the variant ATTR, indicating that the former 
molecule is more easily incorporated into such fibrils. These results gives a 
possible explanation to the rapid and even accelerated progression of cardiac 
amyloidoses after LT as the concentration of the most easily incorporated 
protein species thereby are increased. They also suggest that patients with 
fibril type A constitute a risk group for such development and perhaps are 
not suitable for LT. 

Turn-over of ATTR amyloid deposits 
It is now widely recognized that amyloid regression occurs in AA and AL 
amyloidosis, as soon as the concentration of the precursor protein is lowered 
[205-207]. This shows that amyloid deposits are not, as was previously 
thought, non-degradable, but rather that there is a continuous turn-over of the 
deposits. There is much less information about this phenomenon in ATTR 
amyloidosis, although a few studies report on a subtle decrease in amyloid 
load following liver transplantation [187, 208, 209]. 

In paper III, we found that the wtATTR proportion in adipose tissue had 
increased to a remarkable extent after LT even after only a short period of 
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time. To account for such immense increase in wt proportion, from about 30 
to 90 %, the deposits would need to have grown to an extreme size. More 
likely, the results indicate that a rather quick turn-over of the deposits had 
occurred. 

The examination of adipose tissue also showed a higher proportion of 
wtATTR in fibril type A compared to type B among transplanted patients, 
but no such difference was found pre-transplantationally. These results are 
not easily interpreted but could be understood if fibrils of type A have a 
higher turn-over rate, thereby increasing in wtATTR proportion post-
transplantationally at a faster rate than fibrils of type B. 

Does cleavage of the TTR molecule occur before or 
after fibril incorporation? 
All results on wtATTR proportion mentioned so far have been obtained by 
studying only the full-length ATTR molecules. However, in those patients 
where fragmented ATTR are found, the fragments are often the main 
subunits of the amyloid fibrils. Earlier studies reporting an increase in 
wtATTR proportion after transplantation did not include the truncated 
species in the analysis or did not analyze them separately [189, 190, 209, 
210]. We therefore wanted to investigate if there were differences in the 
wtATTR proportion between the fragmented and full-length ATTR 
molecules. Such analysis is best performed on patients where the mutation is 
situated within the C-terminal fragments (which start around amino acid 50), 
as only small amounts of N-terminal fragments are present [169]. 

In paper II, we studied cardiac tissue from two patients with a mutation 
situated within the C-terminal part, the T60A mutation. Both patients had 
fibrils of type A, i.e. with fragments. One patient died soon after LT (patient 
1), thereby leaving no time for continued incorporation of wtTTR after the 
procedure, and the other died one year after the transplantation (patient 2). In 
patient 1 the proportion of wtATTR was approximately the same in the full-
length and fragmented ATTR molecules. In patient 2, a higher wtATTR 
proportion was found in both full-length and fragmented species compared 
to patient 1, but a slightly larger difference between the patients was found 
among the full-length molecules than among the fragmented species. 

The wtATTR proportion among fragmented species was investigated also 
for the ATTRV30M patients with type A fibrils included in paper III. 
However, in these individuals the mutation is located outside the C-terminal 
fragments, and the amount of fragments included in the study (those 
containing position 30) is therefore quite small. Nevertheless, analysis could 
be done in many of the samples. Overall, the wt proportion of the 
fragmented species followed the values for the full-length molecules. 
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However, a slight difference could be seen between non-transplanted and 
transplanted patients. Among the former group, the wtATTR proportion 
tended to be higher among the fragmented than the full-length molecules, 
while the opposite seemed to be true for the transplanted patients.  

 Taken together, the results from both paper II and III show that wt and 
variant TTR are approximately equally likely to be cleaved (at least for these 
two mutations). In addition, both studies showed a somewhat higher 
wtATTR proportion among full-length than fragmented ATTR in 
transplanted patients. These results are difficult to interpret, but could be an 
indication that cleavage is occurring after and not before fibril incorporation. 
The basis for this statement is that if only full-length molecules are 
incorporated and thereafter cleaved with time, the rise in wtATTR 
proportion after liver transplantation will be somewhat faster among the full-
length than the fragmented species, resulting in slightly higher values among 
the full-length molecules. 

Fibril composition in patients with other ATTR 
mutations than V30M 
Revealing that the fibril types are closely correlated to certain phenotypic 
features among V30M patients, lead us to wonder if such a relationship 
could be universally true for all ATTR amyloidoses. Therefore, in paper IV, 
we started to determine the fibril type in patients suffering from some of the 
other mutations. We also collected data about the patients´ age at onset of 
disease and echocardiographic features that indicate if cardiomyopathy is 
present. So far, we have studied 48 patients with 21 different non-V30M 
mutations. 

Unexpectedly, they all belonged to type A. Most of the patients developed 
the disease at a high age, but many began to feel symptoms already in their 
30s or 40s. An early age of onset is therefore not inevitably bound to fibril 
type B, as is the case among V30M patients. It is more difficult to draw any 
certain conclusions about the correlation between fibril type and 
cardiomyopathy. The vast majority of the patients showed signs of 
cardiomyopathy, and were therefore expected to have fibril type A, but for a 
few individuals the thickness of the cardiac walls were within normal limits. 
However, the duration of disease is quite short in all these individuals, and it 
can therefore not be excluded that they will develop cardiomyopathy with 
time as the amyloid deposits grow. More patients with additional mutations 
need to be examined before any final conclusions can be drawn. 

Nevertheless, this investigation shows without a doubt that fragmented 
ATTR is very commonly occurring in ATTR amyloid deposits, a conclusion 
that is in contrast to what seems to be the general belief in the field today. 
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This belief has probably arisen from a combination of that most studies on 
ATTR amyloidosis have been performed on V30M patients found in the 
endemic areas, whom indeed have fibrils without fragments, and the 
inability of commercial antibodies to detect the fragments. 

The present study does not only show that a fibril composition with 
fragments are very common, but even suggests that this type of composition 
could be the general rule among ATTR amyloidoses, while absence of 
fragments is an exception perhaps found only among early onset V30M 
patients. This is an interesting theory, as the V30M variant distinguish itself 
compared to other mutations, by being the only one found in endemic areas 
containing a relatively large number of patients [105] (at least according to 
what we know today), as well as being connected to a quite favorable 
outcome after liver transplantation [211-213]. 
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Concluding remarks 

The specificity of amyloid deposits for certain tissues remains one of the 
most fascinating and difficult problems to solve in the field of systemic 
amyloidoses. Interactions between the amyloid fibrils or precursor protein 
and specific molecules of the target organ are believed to be the main factor 
governing amyloid distribution in the body [26]. Much attention is being 
directed at which extracellular components can bind the amyloidogenic 
proteins and affect amyloid deposition. However, the other part of the 
interaction, the fibril or precursor protein, is of course of as much 
importance. By showing that the fibril composition in ATTR amyloidosis is 
correlated to a distinct clinical phenotype, this thesis contributes one piece to 
the puzzle of amyloid tissue specificity. A similar relationship between 
presence of different cleavage products in the fibrils and a certain 
clinicopathology has also been described for AA amyloidosis [214-216], 
showing that this is not an isolated phenomenon in ATTR amyloid disease, 
but could be a universal mechanism in systemic amyloidoses. At this 
moment, it cannot be claimed that the differences in fibril composition are a 
cause and not a consequence of the variation in phenotype. However, it is 
not difficult to imagine that the affinity for certain tissue components would 
be quite different between the two structurally distinct fibril types, thereby 
predisposing them for specific organs. 

The large differences seen in age of onset in ATTR amyloidosis are also a 
mystery. Here, the cause and effect relationship between fibril type and 
inter-individual variability is not as intuitive as in the case of tissue 
specificity. It can be imagined that the fibril types could affect the age of 
onset if they differ in their propensity to develop, or if one type is more toxic 
or more easily cleared than the other. In this regard, it is interesting to note 
that the results of paper III indicate that fibril type A, which is associated 
with late onset, has a faster turn-over rate than type B. The opposite 
relationship could also be true, i.e. that the age of the individual at onset of 
disease is affecting which fibril type will arise, perhaps by age-associated 
changes in TTR clearance, chaperone activity or cell environment. However, 
paper IV showed that the relationship between age of onset and fibril type is 
complex as young individuals with other mutations than V30M can have 
type A fibrils. 

Knowledge on whether cleavage occurs before or after incorporation into 
the aggregates is completely lacking. This is true not only for ATTR 
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amyloidosis, but many other systemic forms as well. The results of the 
present work could be an indication that truncation of TTR is a post-
incorporational event. In addition, treating of ex vivo as well as in vitro-
produced amyloid fibrils formed from full-length TTR with trypsin have 
been described to give rise to cleavage products in the size range of the C-
terminal fragments, while TTR in native conformation was much less 
sensitive to such treatment [217]. On the other hand, since it has been shown 
that the C-terminal part of TTR can aggregate in physiological pH [170], in 
contrast to the full-length molecule that seems to require denaturing 
conditions to do so [154], it is likely that cleavage of TTR could be a 
triggering event. 

Even if truncation would occur after fibril incorporation, it should not be 
confused with that truncation would happen eventually in all individuals. 
Some of the patients included in paper III have been ill for 10-15 years and 
still show only full-length ATTR in the fibrils. Apparently, cleavage of the 
TTR molecule happens only in some individuals. This could perhaps be due 
to differences in the ensemble of enzymes, or that variations in components 
interacting with TTR or the amyloid (for example chaperones or 
glucosaminoglycans), can render a cleavage site exposed or not. As 
described in the introduction, several studies have aimed at finding genetic 
differences in molecules interacting with TTR, or the amyloid, between 
patients with early or late disease onset, but no clear correlations have been 
found [129-131]. It would be interesting to see though, if statistical stronger 
results would be seen if the patients were grouped according to their fibril 
composition type rather than the arbitrary limit of disease onset before or 
after 50 years of age. 

Another possible explanation for why TTR cleavage occurs only in some 
patients is that the fibrils themselves are different, i.e. that full-length TTR 
can form two structurally distinct fibrils. It can be imagined that interactions 
with other molecules can facilitate one of the forms, but variations in salt 
concentration or pH could perhaps also cause fibril polymorphism, as it is 
known to do so in vitro with other amyloidogenic proteins [14]. It can also 
be imagined that two such different fibril assemblies could cause clinically 
distinct phenotypes, as is believed to be the case with strains in prion disease 
[69]. 

To separate ATTR patients that are suitable for liver transplantation from 
those who are not remains a challenge. In this thesis we propose that fibril 
type A is a risk factor for progressive cardiomyopathy after transplantation. 
An ongoing study directed at correlating progression of cardiac 
manifestations after liver transplantation with the patients´ fibril type 
supports such conclusion (manuscript in preparation).  

The combined results of the present and other recent work shows that 
continued wtTTR deposition is not restricted to cardiac tissue, but is 
occurring also in the kidney [210], nerve [218] and adipose tissue [209], and 
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is therefore very likely to be happening in other organs as well. This 
indicates that liver transplantation is not a sustainable therapy for ATTR 
amyloidosis even if rapid progression of cardiac symptoms does not occur. 
The recent approval of the first drug for ATTR amyloidosis certainly raises 
new hope for the patients. However, the studies behind this drug rely on the 
assumption that cleavage of the TTR molecule is of no importance for fibril 
formation. Such assumption may be true only for a minor subpopulation of 
ATTR patients, if amyloidogenesis is initiated by cleavage of the TTR 
molecule. Hopefully, a higher awareness of the frequent occurrence of the 
fragmented ATTR species will render them consideration in future drug 
development. 
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har hjälpt mig med så mycket saker genom åren, speciellt nu på slutet med 
email-jour och opponent-ångest!  

Nya amyloidosen Ella: du hade det banne mig inte lätt när du kom och 
skulle ersätta Eva, för aldrig att jag trodde att jag skulle tycka lika mycket 
om att jobba och hänga ihop med denna person som henne, men se… där 
kom du inflygande och lyste upp hela labbet! Tack för alla galna skratt! 
Gubben i lådan, Karl: har inte sett så mycket av dig men kul att du började i 
vår grupp :) 

Mina skrivrumsbuddies: Kan inte föreställa mig hur det skulle varit den här 
tiden utan er och våra samtal från allt mellan himmel och jord.. (fast mest 
handlade det väl kanske om killar och deras brister, eller vad säger du 
Pacho?). Skulle inte kunnat önska mig ett bättre skrivrum… eller 
pysselkompanjoner för den delen. Har saknat er fenomenalt när häckat 
hemma hela hösten! 

HPR: HPR-isar i korridoren, tack för all hjälp med alla frågor och 
önskemål om lån av prylar jag kommit dragandes med genom åren. Och för 
att ni skapar en tiptop-stämning i korridoren. Åsa, för att du slet med den 
roliga uppgiften att mosa hjärtan till andra artikeln. Kicki ;) för schysst tårt-
snack. Frank för fin-kaffe, spex och datorhjälp. Adila, for all nice chats we 
have had and for introducing me to BTA. Annat löst folk i HPR: Ni är bästa 
substitut-gruppen ever! 

Sebbe och Marie: För att ni var så snälla och tog hand om mig i Linkan, och 
för djuplodande facebookande (Sebbe), och schyssta luncher (Marie). 
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Fredrik, för att du lite då och då lyckades återuppväcka min inspiration till 
det där med att forska. 

Paul och Tomas: Tack gode gud för att ni hjälpte en lady (nåväl) in 
distress!! Och för att ni alltid bara är så himla trevliga. 

My lovely “slaves”, eeh… I mean students, Julia, Priya, Sofia and Canda, 
thank you for all the good times and laughs. Explaining things to you have 
made me learn perhaps even more than you did :/ I´m very proud of you! 
You are all part of this thesis coming together. Thank you! 

Little Adila och Svetlana, we were so lucky having to share lab with you 
guys, couldn´t have asked for better roommates! 
 
Birgitta Gustafsson och Christina Andersson på administrationen för att 
ni alltid är så fenomenalt trevliga och hjälpsamma. Man blir alltid på bra 
humör efter att ha träffat er. Jag beundrar er! 
 
Alla patienter som ställde upp och lämnade bukfettsbiopsier i Piteå på ”Fika 
och bukfetts-biopsi”-dagen i dec 2008. Och alla andra patienter som ingår i 
den här avhandlingen. Ni har alla bidragit med en bit till pusslet att förstå 
och därmed kunna bota er sjukdom. 

Alla mina vänner utanför labbet, ni vet vilka ni är: Tack för att ni stått ut 
när jag har klagat och haft mig, och för att ni alltid lyckats skingra mina 
tankar från amyloid-grubbel. Utan er hade livet inte varit så mycket att hänga 
i julgran =) 

Min familj, det går inte att förklara hur mycket det betyder att ni alltid är där 
och fångar mig när jag snubblar och faller. Utan er hade det här aldrig gått! 
Men det vet ni ju ganska bra redan  

 
 

 
 
Elisabet Ihse, Uppsala, November 2011 
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